The Praise House
Project
Standing on Hallowed Grounds

A public art project honoring
African American history in communities

by CHARMAINE

MINNIEFIELD

Introduction
Praise houses were small, usually wooden,
structures used by enslaved peoples for worship
and gathering throughout the American
Southeast. As an act of resistance, worshipers
would gather in a circle performing full-body
rhythmic movement in what was known as the
Ring Shout. By stomping their feet on the floors
of these safe spaces, they created a new form of
communal drum — secretly preserving their
cultural identity and traditions.

Remembrance as Resistance at Oakland Cemetery 2021 presented by Flux Projects. Cover Image by William Feagan, Jr.

Introduction
The Praise House Project is a site specific public art installation which centers
remembrance as resistance against erasure by upholding the African American
narratives and stories in communities affected by change.
Visual artist Charmaine Minniefield examines the Praise House - a small, usually
wooden, structure (barn or shack used for gathering) and the Ring Shout, a
traditional African American worship and movement practice performed during early
African American history throughout the Southeast, whose West African origins
predate slavery in the West.
The Ring Shout was reborn during enslavement out of direct resistance against
laws intended to systematically dismantle communication and cultural identity. As
an act of resistance, congregants would gather in a circle to stomp or shout (full
body rhythmic movement) upon the wooden floors of the praise houses, ultimately
creating a communal drum - secretly preserving their cultural identity, collective
prayers and traditions. These small sometimes hidden safe spaces were
considered by some as the first Black churches in the Western world.
Minniefield examines the persistence of these seminal worship practices, sounds
and movements as cultural evidence of the resilience of a people and as inspiration
today.
Remembrance as Resistance at Oakland Cemetery 2021 presented by Flux Projects. Cover Image by William Feagan, Jr.

Praise House Project
The National Endowment for the Arts
has awarded a prestigious Our Town
Grant to Emory University for
the Praise House Project which will
place site-specific public art
installations in three separate
locations throughout metro Atlanta,
uplifting the African American history
of each community.
• Decatur Square on the grounds of the
DeKalb History Center then Flat Rock
in Lithonia (permanent)
• South-View Cemetery in South Atlanta
• Emory University
• Chattahoochee Brick Company site.
Read Entire Article

About the artist
The work of artist-activist
Charmaine Minniefield preserves
Black narratives as a radical act of
social justice. Firmly rooted in
womanist social theory and
ancestral veneration, her work
draws from indigenous traditions as
seen throughout Africa and the
Diaspora, to explore African and
African-American history, memory,
and ritual as an intentional push
back against erasure. Her creative
practice is community-based as her
research and resulting bodies of
work often draw from the physical
archives of communities as she
excavates the stories of AfricanAmerican women-led resistance
and spirituality and power.
Minniefield’s recent project
Remembrance as Resistance:
Preserving Black Narratives
honored the over 800 unmarked
graves recently discovered within
the African American Burial
Grounds in Atlanta’s historic
Oakland Cemetery through a
multimedia installation and replica
of a Praise House. Her Praise House

Project went on to receive a
prestigious Our Town grant from
the National Endowment for the
Arts for metro Atlanta.
Minniefield’s work is featured in a
number of public and private
collections, and as a muralist, her
walls can be seen throughout the
City of Atlanta and beyond. She
was honored by Mercedes Benz as
a part of their Greatness Lives Here
campaign. She is featured in the
2020 US Census commercial with
her recent mural in Brooklyn
depicting women who shaped the
future. Minniefield recently served
as the Stuart A. Rose Library artistin-residence at Emory University
through a collaboration with Flux
Projects and as the curator of
Elevate for the City of Atlanta
Mayor’s Office of Cultural Affairs.
She currently resides between
Atlanta and The Gambia, where she
continues to study the origins of
her cultural identity and indigenous
traditions by tracing ancestral
memories and evidence of the Ring
Shout in West Africa.

Remembrance as Resistance at Oakland Cemetery 2021. Image by Julie

Preserving Black Narratives
Remembering the Ancestors

Remembrance as Resistance at Oakland Cemetery
2021. Image by Julie Yarbrough.

Immersive Digital Experience
The Praise House Project is a site specific installation which honors African American History

The Praise House Project draws from the collected
archives of the community. The resulting public artwork
leverages technology to celebrate African American
history. Each Praise House features a fully immersive
digital installation of a Ring Shout , a traditional African
American gathering practice, whose West African
origins predate slavery.
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Project Components
• Community Engagement
• Both Place-keeping and Placemaking
• Art Activism and Social Justice
• Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
• Education
• Social Justice and community development
• Historic Preservation

Current Sponsors

Community Partners

• National Endowment for the
Arts - Our Town Grant

• The Carlos Museum

• Emory University

• Culture Centers International

• DeKalb County

• Flux Projects

• City of Atlanta Mayor’s Office of
Cultural Affairs

• The New Freedom Project

• CD Moody Construction
• Perry Troutman Law Firm
• Harris + Smith Architectural
Firm

• Stuart A. Rose Library at Emory

• Historic South-View Preservations
Foundation, Inc.
• Atlanta Branch of Association for the
Study of African American Life and
History - ASALH

Program Component

Community
Engagement

Placemaking
and Placekeeping

The project’s systemic improvements celebrates the endurance of a people
in spite of efforts of erasure by showing evidence of survival in
contemporary spaces while reclaiming histories and memories forgotten.
The project intends to provoke conversations on race and equity and seeks
to explore these histories and their connections across time and migration.
In each location, we will seek a business, church, and educational
community partners, and through them seek to connect the project directly
to their local history, Our approach to all of our work is grounded by a deep
community engagement approach. Our mindset and posture for all we do
seeks to create a sense of place and belonging that advances community
pride and cultural identity to ultimately offer security rather than removal. We
hope to invite the contributions of the both legacy and new residents within
each changing community. With nearby elementary schools, we hope to
engage young audiences and their families. We also hope to connect to
area churches as their congregations have for generations lived in the areas
of each Praise House. This is the foundational approach in our preservation
of Black narratives; elevating community stories, leveraging community
skills and assets in production, and stimulating economic redevelopment
and reinvestment in communities through community partnerships is the
“how” in our approach to all of our projects. This process sets the preconditions for long term social change, social cohesion and agency.

Program Component

Social Justice

Diversity,
Equity and
Inclusion

The Praise House Project offers cultural content in places where there is a
need for a balance in cultural equity. We hope to connect the work to
audiences lesser served by mainstream presenting organizations by
presenting in nontraditional public spaces, such as South-View Cemetery. New
audiences interested in or related to the African American histories in these
communities will be marketed.
As the country deals with its complex past and the persistent residual effects
of white supremacy and racial injustice, in order to define a solution for the
current violence and inequities that exist as a result, we believe that
remembering the past with respect can help us understand and respond in the
present in a way that creates a just and equitable future.
Each Praise House serves as a safe space for gathering the way it would have
in years passed. The Praise House will invite a gathering of resources into
each community in order to affect real change (prayers) as an act of
restorative justice today. Local partnerships with community development
corporations, neighborhood planning units, neighborhood and civic
organizations are all engaged in each of the communities where the physical
Praise Houses will live.

Program Component
K-12 and Secondary - Each Praise House will invite research and participation from
colleges and universities as well as area schools, to remember the ring shout, framing
the tradition as resistance by encouraging conversations on race, equity, inclusion,
placemaking and belonging. By offering workshops on movement and dance, indigo,
historic research and genealogy.

Education

The Praise House seeks to educate young people on African American history, social
justice movements and the importance of historic preservation and archiving. The
project will also make connections to area resources including public archives at the
Stuart A. Rose Library at Emory, The DeKalb History Center, The Auburn Avenue
Research Library, the Woodruff Library at the Atlanta University Center and the
Atlanta History Center.
Through the oral histories component, the project connects the work to local libraries
by inviting recordings and interviews of elders and members of the community.
The work seeks to engage each community by using stories gathered from residents
in each neighborhood, working the history and stories of each location into the
project.
At Emory, the Praise House Project will facilitate an expanded engagement into new
sites aligned with Emory’s goal to increase engagement with the broader Atlanta
metropolitan area as student and the community want to come to terms with a tainted
past. We will explore African American and indigenous histories connected to the
University, to DeKalb County as it celebrates its Centennial in 2022, and at SouthView Cemetery, an all Black interment with some of the city’s rich historical figures as
well as Civil Rights legions.

Historic
Preservation

Each Praise House will uplift specific historic preservation efforts within each
community. Our audiences includes an extremely diverse brushstroke of Metro
Atlanta’s population, but they are united in their desire for creative
placemaking to happen in Atlanta and for experiences that transform the city
and everyday life.
At SouthView Cemetery we are working with The descendants of the founder
of the cemetery to restore the historic grounds. We also invite reinvestment
into this community in acknowledgment of the 1906 Race Massacre which
took place there as white mobs, targeted this community in order to interrupt
Black economic potential. We will also collect oral histories.
In DeKalb County, the Praise House will mark the second centennial
anniversary of the county and invite the establishment of the African-American
collection at the Dekalb History Center. We will celebrate the history of Beacon
Hill, the once burgeoning Black business and residential district that was
before downtown Decatur and historic Flat Rock in Lithonia.
At Emory, the Praise House will acknowledge the contributions of enslaved
individuals and the displacement of the Muscogee Nation from the land. The
project will also connect to the dependents of those who were enslaved there.
At Chattahoochee Brick Company, the Praise House will join the efforts of the
descendants of this historic site to honor the lives and contributions of those
who were forced to labor as prisoners in our city, driving the actual
Reconstruction as convict laborers, many of whom were women and children.

Praise House Project
Recent Media

Most provided by Liz Lapidus PR for Flux Projects presentation of Remembrance as Resistance at Oakland

•

Emory University announces the National Endowment of
the Arts Our Town Grant award to the Praise House. [LINK]

•

Atlanta Interfaith Broadcasters featured Flux Projects in
“AIB Presents: Juneteenth” on August 4, 2021. [TV]

•

Rough Draft Atlanta featured Flux Projects in “Wow,
Wednesday” on June 30, 2021. [NEWSLETTER] [LINK]

•

Charisse M. Williams featured Flux Projects in “Happy
Juneteenth” – June 19, 2021 [NEWSLETTER] [LINK]

•

WABE City Lights featured Flux Projects in “Charmaine
Minniefield’s ‘Remembrance As Resistance’
Commemorates Juneteenth And Celebrates The Ring
Shout” – June 18, 2021. [LINK]

•

•
•

Burnaway featured Flux Projects in “Remembrance as
Resistance: Preserving Black Narratives at the Oakland
Cemetery” – June 19, 2021. [LINK]
Diva Gals Daily featured Flux Projects in “GAL
APPROVED! How To Celebrate Juneteenth 2021 This
Weekend – Watch. Listen. Attend!” – June 18, 2021. [LINK]
Atlanta Intown featured Flux Projects in “‘Festivals,
parades, and events set to mark Juneteenth” – June 16,
2021. [LINK]

•

Arts ATL featured Flux Projects in “‘Black creators honor
history and activate art in myriad ways for Juneteenth
2021” – June 16, 2021. [LINK]

•

Atlanta Journal Constitution featured Flux Projects in
“‘Praise House’ at Oakland cemetery to celebrate
Juneteenth” – June 16, 2021. [LINK]

•

See Great Art featured Flux Projects in “Art, Music, History
combine on Juneteenth in Atlanta’s Oakland Cemetery” –
June 3, 2021. [LINK]

•

Decaturish featured Flux Projects in “Flux Projects
celebrates Juneteenth with ‘Remembrance As Resistance’”
– May 31, 2021. [LINK]

•

Northside Neighbor featured Flux Projects in “Atlanta
venues hosting in-person and virtual Juneteenth
celebrations’” – May 28, 2021. [LINK]

•

Access Atlanta event listing [LINK]

•

EventBrite event listing [LINK]

•

Atlanta.net event listing [LINK]

•

Creative Loafing [LINK]

•

Discover Atlanta [LINK]

To learn more about the Praise House Project visit
PRAISEHOUSEPROJECT.ORG
or contact
Charmaine Minniefield
Artist
CharmaineMinniefield@gmail.com
404-202-2271

